Eye Movement Control in the Argus II Retinal-Prosthesis Enables Reduced Head Movement and Better Localization Precision
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PURPOSE. Visual scanning by sighted individuals is done using eye and head movements. In contrast, scanning using the Argus II is solely done by head movement, since eye movements can introduce localization errors. Here, we tested if a scanning mode utilizing eye movements increases visual stability and reduces head movements in Argus II users.

METHODS. Eye positions were measured in real-time and were used to shift the region of interest (ROI) that is sent to the implant within the wide field of view (FOV) of the scene camera. Participants were able to use combined eye-head scanning: shifting the camera by moving their head and shifting the ROI within the FOV by eye movement. Eight blind individuals implanted with the Argus II retinal prosthesis participated in the study. A white target appeared on a touchscreen monitor and the participants were instructed to report the location of the target by touching the monitor. We compared the spread of the responses, the time to complete the task, and the amount of head movements between combined eye-head and head-only scanning.

RESULTS. All participants benefited from the combined eye-head scanning mode. Better precision (i.e., narrower spread of the perceived location) was observed in six out of eight participants. Seven of eight participants were able to adopt a scanning strategy that enabled them to perform the task with significantly less head movement.

CONCLUSIONS. Integrating an eye tracker into the Argus II is feasible, reduces head movements in a seated localization task, and improves pointing precision.
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Retinal prostheses for restoring limited sight are used worldwide to treat people who have lost their sight due to outer retinal degenerative diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP). In retinal prosthesis systems currently approved to treat blindness, there are different approaches regarding the position of the sensing element that captures the visual information of the scene. The Argus II retinal prosthesis uses a head-mounted camera1–3 while the Alpha-IMS uses a photodiode array on the retina.4 In all cases, the visual percept in the brain is generated by electrical stimulation of the remaining secondary retinal neurons using an array of electrodes. For the percept to be useful, the electrical stimulation—which is delivered in retina-centered coordinates—should convey information to the brain that is perceived in the correct spatial location (i.e., in world-centered coordinates). The brain performs this transformation on the basis of eye and head positions. This should work equally well with the implanted photodiode approach, because the source image and stimulation patterns change as the eyes move. Eye movements have a different effect for systems based on a head-mounted camera, since the source image and stimulation patterns do not change unless the camera moves, even if the eyes point in a drastically different direction.

It has been shown5,6 that eye positions affect the perceived location of phosphenes elicited by electrical stimulation in the retina. This effect is consistent with the inherent dissociation between the image acquisition device and eye movements in the head-mounted camera configuration. Ideally the visual axes of the eye and the camera should be aligned, such that the brain’s information on eye orientation, therefore percept location, is not misleading. Any parfoveal placement of the stimulating array can be taken into account by reinterpreting the eye’s visual axis to pass through the center of the array instead of the fovea. The camera’s axis can be configured by selecting a region of interest (ROI) in the scene camera’s wide field of view (FOV). This ROI setting has also been referred to as the camera alignment position.7 Implantees with head-mounted cameras and fixed ROIs are typically instructed to scan using head motions and to keep their eyes straight when using the system. The ROI can be set to match where an implantee localizes percepts on average. Nevertheless, prosthesis users can still suffer eye-camera misalignments during head motion due to, for example, the vestibulo-ocular reflex.7
Despite this eye orientation-stimulation dissociation, there are still several advantages to the head-mounted camera approach. The sensing element is not implanted in the eye and it is therefore not exposed to the hostile biological environment. In addition, sending information from an external camera allows for flexible image processing, such as implementing algorithms for object or face detection. Moreover, placing the capturing device outside the eye allows for the modular use of various other sensors such as thermal imagers or depth cameras for obstacle detection. The head-only mode replicates the normal behavior during daily use of the implant. In this mode, scanning can be done only through head movements that steer the camera, and there is no correction for eye position. In the eye-head mode, the eye tracker is enabled, and the ROI is based on the instantaneous measured eye position. In this mode, scanning can be done by either head or eye movements, since there is a correction for eye position.

**METHODS**

**Participants, Informed Consent, and the Argus II Implant**

Argus II implantees in the United States were invited to participate in the psychophysics research study that took place at Second Sight Medical Products, Inc. in Sylmar, California, and in the Wilmer Eye Institute at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

Eight Argus II implantees (Table 1) whose blindness was caused by retinitis pigmentosa participated in the study. No substantial nystagmus was observed with any of the participants while using the Argus II. For two participants, implantation and rehabilitation with the Argus II was done as part of the Argus II clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT003407002). The other implantees received the implant as a routine medical procedure at one of the US-based Argus II implant centers. These implantations were performed under humanitarian device exemption (HDE) H110002 issued by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA; Feb 13, 2013).

The study protocol, including the eye-tracking procedure, was approved by the Western IRB and by the Johns Hopkins Medicine IRB. Informed consent was read to the participants, who signed the consent form after all questions were answered, prior to the start of the experiment. All research procedures adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The Argus II retinal implant consists of an implanted array of 60 electrodes arranged in a 10 × 6 rectangular layout. The array covers an area of the retina corresponding to 18° × 11°, assuming that 293 μm on the retina equates to 1° of visual angle.17 The stimulation waveform at each of the 10 × 6 implanted electrodes is calculated by a video processing unit and sent wirelessly to the implant. The transceiver that communicates with the implant was taped to the eye-tracking glasses.

**Eye Tracker Setup**

The experimental setup allowed participants to steer the line of sight of the Argus II by using either head or eye movements. Head movements shifted the FOV of the scene camera, while eye movements shifted the ROI within the camera’s FOV. This setup allowed combined line-of-sight steering by head and eye movements.

A tracking device (Eye Tracking Glasses 2.0, ETG 2.0; SensoMotoric Instruments, Teltow, Germany) was used to measure gaze position at 60 Hz. A miniature camera and six infrared illuminators for each eye, mounted on a lightweight...
glasses frame, were used in a self-calibrating mode. Eye-tracking calibration without visual stimuli was done based on pupil location relative to corneal reflections of the infrared illuminators.18 Snapshots from the eye-tracking camera showing the pupil and the six corneal reflections can be seen in Figure 1. In the self-calibrating mode, the participants moved their eyes across a sufficient range to allow the system to create a model of the eyeball without any participant response to visual stimuli.

The eye tracking range of the ETG 2.0 is $\pm 40^\circ$ horizontally and $\pm 50^\circ$ vertically. However, the transceiver of the Argus II will lose the link with the implant at angular displacements smaller than the range of the eye tracker; hence the range of the eye tracker did not pose any limitation. The Argus II is designed to maintain a link at orientations of $\pm 30^\circ$ of the implanted coil/antenna relative to the external antenna when the coils are collinear with a separation of 20 mm in air. In practice, the range is narrower due to the attenuation of radiofrequency (RF) energy by the tissues and misalignment between the external and implanted antennas. In order to keep a stable link between the external transceiver and the implant, the Argus II system beeps in case of a link loss. The beep alerts the user that the eyes need to be shifted back to the center to restore the link.

The head-mounted scene camera (IDM-200; Imaging Diagnostics, Ness Ziona, Israel) has a $1/4$ CMOS sensor with a resolution of $640 \times 480$ pixels, and a $75^\circ \times 55^\circ$ FOV, when using a lens with a focal length of 2.84 mm (LP28391R-M7, Misumi Electronics Corp., New Taipei City, Taiwan). The size of the ROI matched the FOV of the Argus II implant, $18^\circ \times 11^\circ$. The position of the ROI within the scene image was either fixed (head-only condition) or set in real time according to the eye position from the eye tracker (eye-head condition). The instantaneous eye position was acquired by a laptop and was used to calculate the ROI in each video frame. The ROI image content was delivered to the external processing unit of the used to calculate the ROI in each video frame. The ROI image content was delivered to the external processing unit of the eye tracker (eye-head condition). The participants moved their eyes across a sufficient range to allow the system to create a model of the eyeball without any participant response to visual stimuli.

The position of the ROI within the scene image was either fixed (head-only condition) or set in real time according to the eye position from the eye tracker (eye-head condition). The instantaneous eye position was acquired by a laptop and was used to calculate the ROI in each video frame. The ROI image content was delivered to the external processing unit of the Argus II, which then sent stimulation levels to the $10 \times 6$ epiretinal electrodes via the RF transmitter.

Closed-Loop Eye Movement Scanning

The new mode of scanning using eye movements was explained to each participant prior to the beginning of the session. The nose piece of the eye tracking glasses was adjusted for each participant to center the eye in the eye-tracking image (Fig. 1). Participants were instructed to voluntarily move their eyes up-down-right-left to complete the self-calibration of the eye tracker.

In order to familiarize the participants with the eye-scanning mode, we conducted a simple two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) test. A vertical white bar was presented either to the right or to the left and the participant was requested to report its location. Participants moved their eyes right and left to steer the line of sight of the implant and find the bar. At least 20 search trials were conducted for each participant and all participants were able to find the target with 100% accuracy using eye movements. Feedback was given after each trial and the participants gained confidence that eye movements can be used to shift the implant’s line of sight.

To measure the benefit of eye position image steering, we compared the localization precision and amount of head movements with and without closed-loop, eye-tracking controlled scanning. With eye-tracking control, voluntary and involuntary eye movements moved the ROI within the scene image. In this mode, the participants were able to scan either by head movements that shifted the entire FOV of the scene camera or by eye movements that shifted the ROI within the camera’s FOV. Without eye-tracking control, the participants were able to scan only by head movements that shifted the entire camera’s FOV and the ROI was fixed at the center of the camera’s FOV.

Pointing Task

A white target appeared at random locations on a touchscreen monitor (1915L; ELO Touch Solutions, Menlo Park, CA, USA) and the participant was instructed to report the target’s location by touching it.7,19 The pointed location on the touchscreen was registered by the software. The target was a circle with a diameter of 5.5 cm and the participant was seated so that the distance from the camera to the screen was 40 cm.

In each trial, the center location of the target was selected randomly, independent from the other trials in the run. The maximal eccentricity of the target’s center was $16^\circ$ along the horizontal axis and $10.5^\circ$ along the vertical axis. The angle subtended by the target on the camera was about $8^\circ$ when the target was presented at the center of the monitor and about $7.6^\circ$ when the target was in a corner, at maximal eccentricity.

Each session consisted of several runs. Each run consisted of 20 trials. In half of the runs, the participants searched for the target using combined eye-head scanning, while in the other half of the runs, the eye-tracking control was disabled and participants used head-only scanning. The sessions were done in daily use of the Argus II. The participants were instructed which scanning condition to use in each run, combined eye-head scanning or head-only scanning. In combined eye-head scanning, participants were advised to try using eye movements as they did before losing sight, but that they were free to move their head as well.

Pointing precision differences between combined eye-head scanning and head-only scanning were analyzed for each participant using the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test. In this study, we evaluated the closeness of the pointing locations to each other. The accuracy (i.e., the closeness of the pointing locations to the target’s true location) was not considered in these analyses. Pointing accuracy, after accounting for eye orientation, should be a function of the position of electrodes on the retina, inherent point bias, and any differences in eye and camera positions not taken into account. Errors in pointing accuracy can be corrected by adjusting the ROI within the camera’s FOV.7 We did not correct the average offset between the pointing location and the perceived location so there was a fixed difference between the target and the pointing locations. With the offset corrected, the participants might either see their pointing hand or determine when the hand blocks the target. In the current study, participants were not able to see their hand, so pointing was an open-loop task.

In a closed-loop pointing task the subject can see the pointing finger. Therefore, visual feedback will guide the pointing finger to the point where the error is reduced to zero,20 and thus will not reveal information about the actual spatial location where the stimulus is perceived in the brain. A closed-loop pointing task has merit if the trajectory of the pointing is recorded. In such a setup, one can differentiate between the initial and stabilization phases of the trajectory.21 The initial phase of the movement is based on the perceived location of the stimulus, while the stabilization phase is based on the visual feedback that minimizes the error. In an open-loop pointing task, the error is a function of the perceived location in the brain and the ability to point without seeing the finger. This pointing error is the same in eye-head and head-only scanning. Hence, the performance in these two open-loop scanning-conditions assessed the difference in precision with which the brain registered the stimuli.
For each trial, we calculated the distance on the screen along the horizontal ($dx$) and vertical ($dy$) axes between the location of the target and the perceived location the participant reported by touching the monitor. The pointing precision for each trial was defined as the angular distance between the locations pointed to in the trial and the average across all responses in the run. This angular pointing precision in trial $j$, is given by:

$$\text{Precision}(j) = \arctan \left( \frac{\sqrt{(dx_j - dx)^2 + (dy_j - dy)^2}}{L} \right)$$

(1)

where $dx$ and $dy$ are the averages of the distances on the screen between the marked location and the location of the target along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively; $dx_j$ and $dy_j$ are the distances on the screen at trial $j$ between the marked location and the location of the target along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively; and $L$ is the nominal fixed distance between the camera and the screen.

The pointing deviation in the horizontal and vertical axis in trial $j$, is given by:

$$DV_{\text{Horizontal}}(j) = dx_j - \langle dx \rangle$$

$$DV_{\text{Vertical}}(j) = dy_j - \langle dy \rangle$$

(2)

**Head Motion Recording**

To quantify the amount of head motion during the task, an inertial measurement unit (3DM-GX3-25; MicroStrain, Williston, VT, USA) was mounted on the glasses. The amount of head movement (i.e., head scanning), was quantified using the root mean square (RMS) of the head angular velocity. For head movement (i.e., head scanning), was quantified using the following equation:

$$VRMS = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( v_{xi}^2 + v_{yi}^2 + v_{zi}^2 \right),$$

(3)

where $v_{xi}$, $v_{yi}$, and $v_{zi}$ are the head velocity of the $i$th sample along the $x$, $y$, and $z$ axes, respectively, and $N$ is the number of samples in the trial.

**Data Analysis**

Three variables, pointing precision, head motion, and trial duration, were analyzed. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed on each variable and a Bonferroni-corrected $P$ value of 0.016 ($n = 0.05/4$) was considered significant. Comparison of the data of all participants was done using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare matched samples from each participant with eye-tracking control and without eye-tracking control.

Correlation coefficients between pointing deviation and trial-end eye position were calculated using the Pearson linear correlation method. As we compared four different independent correlations—horizontal and vertical in two scanning modes for each participant—a Bonferroni-corrected $P$ value of 0.0125 ($n = 0.05/4$) was considered significant.

The confidence ellipse that contains 95% of the eye position samples was calculated from the two-dimensional covariance matrix (in the public domain, http://www.visiondummy.com/2014/04/draw-error-ellipse-representing-covariance-matrix/). Based on the $\chi^2$ distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, the sizes of semimajor and semiminor axes of the ellipse was set to 5.991 times the standard deviation along the respective axes.

**Comparison in a Sighted Subject**

Open- and closed-loop pointing precision of a sighted subject was measured (Fig. 2) in the first author (male, 50 years old) using the same task as in the blind participants. The ROI from the scene camera was presented on liquid-crystal display (LCD) goggles (Wrap 920 VR; Vuzix Corp., Rochester, NY, USA). The scene camera was mounted on the LCD goggles to allow head scanning.

To occlude the pointing finger and create an open-loop pointing task, the ROI was set to an off-center location in the scene camera FOV, but displayed at the center of the LCD goggles. The fixed deviation caused the sighted participant to point outside the ROI, so the pointing finger wasn’t visible.

**RESULTS**

Pointing precision, the amount of head movement, and the time to find the target were measured in two scanning modes. Corrections for eye position were only done in the combined eye-head scanning mode and not for the head-only scanning, in which the eye-tracking control was disabled. Pointing precision was computed from the measured deviations across trials as specified in Equation 1. The amount of head movement was quantified by calculating the RMS velocity of the head motion. The measured results from all eight Argus II participants are summarized in Table 2.

Paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing the matched samples of eye-head to head-only scanning found that there were two benefits in combining eye-head scanning. The spread in the pointing location was 25% narrower ($P < 0.016$) and there was on average, 50% less head movement ($P < 0.016$). It is important to note that head movements were much more variable across subjects than eye movements. There was no
significant difference in the time to find the target between the two scanning conditions for most participants.

Sample charts comparing the precision and amount of head movement between the two scanning modes are shown in Figures 3 through 6. Figure 3 presents the data of participant P2, who had better pointing precision and was able to conduct the task with significantly less head movement in the combined eye-head scanning mode (left panels) relative to the head-only scanning mode (right panels). Figure 4 shows the data of participant P3 who was able to conduct the task with almost no head movement using combined eye-head scanning and had better precision than with head-only scanning.

Figures 5 and 6 show data from participants P5 and P6, respectively. These two participants showed no difference in pointing precision between the two scanning modes. Nevertheless, both performed the search task with significantly less head movement in the combined eye-head scanning mode relative to the head-only scanning mode. It is worthwhile noting that P5 was able to achieve a pointing precision that was narrower than the size of the target with head-only scanning, so one would not expect to observe improved precision with eye-head scanning. The data of the other participants are given in the Supplementary Figures S1 through S4.

The eye positions in all trials for the two scanning conditions are shown in Figure 7 for one participant. The data for all participants are shown in the Supplementary Figures S5 through S10. The solid line marks the confidence ellipse that defines the region that contains 95% of all eye position samples. The dimensions of the 95% confidence ellipse represent the amount of eye movements and are given in Table 3. It can be seen that all participants had a larger spread of eye positions in the eye-head scanning relative to the head-only mode. Nevertheless, there was a significant amount of eye movements for all participants during the head-only mode.

To assess the contribution of the eye position to the pointing precision, we examined the dependency between the pointing deviation and the eye position at the end of the trial. Sample charts of the pointing deviation along the horizontal and vertical axis as a function of the eye position along the respective axis, for the two scanning conditions, are presented in Figure 8. For this participant, there is a significant correlation ($P < 0.0125$) between the pointing deviation and eye position in the eye-head scanning mode. The correlation coefficients for all participants are given in Table 4 and the charts of the deviation versus eye position are provided in the Supplementary Materials. Table 4 shows the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient for cases in which the probability of a nonzero correlation is smaller than 0.0125.

For four out of seven participants (P2, P3, P6, and P7) there is a significant correlation between the pointing deviation in the two axes and eye position at the end of the trial (i.e., when the participants indicate their response), in the head-only scanning condition. For these participants there was no significant correlation between the pointing deviation and eye position in the eye-head scanning mode. This indicates that the eye position has a significant contribution to the pointing precision for these participants in the head-only mode. In the eye-head mode, the eye tracker improves the pointing precision by correcting the contribution of eye position to the pointing deviation.

For participant P5, there is an inverse significant correlation between the pointing deviation and eye position in the eye-head scanning mode. No correlation was observed for this participant in the head-only mode. This participant has the best pointing performance of all participants in the head-only scanning mode. He was able to hold the gaze straight at the time of the pointing, thus, eye movement did not contribute to the pointing deviation. In the eye-head scanning mode, the eye tracker could have been slightly misaligned and overcorrected the eye movements. The overcorrection caused a pointing deviation in the opposite direction, which can explain why there was no improvement in the precision. Nonetheless, the eye tracker benefited this participant in significantly reducing head scanning, as can be seen in Figure 4.

For participants P4 and P8, there was no significant correlation between pointing deviation and eye position at

---

**Table 2. Pointing Precision, Head Movement, and Time to Find the Target for all Participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Mean Pointing Precision, deg</th>
<th>RMS Head Velocity, deg/s</th>
<th>Mean Duration, s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Eye-Head</td>
<td>Head-Only</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates cases with a statistically significant difference between eye-head and head-only scanning conditions.
the end of the trial in either scanning mode. It is noteworthy that P4 had a remarkably high head velocity and that P8 had the shortest response times (Table 2). As the eye position is sampled at a specific time window relative to the end of the trial, it is possible that due to the fast head motion and fast response time, the time of the decision about the location is not made at the same point in each trial. Participant P1 was tested with an earlier version of the experimental setup without synchronization between the eye data and the time of pointing. Hence, these data are not available for P1.

Figure 3. Results for participant P2 that show better precision and less head movement using the combined eye-head scanning (left) in comparison to head-only scanning (right). Top: Pointing location in each trial relative to the mean pointing location. The width of each square in the grid is 10°; solid circles indicate the size of the target. Bottom: Histograms of RMS head velocity. Data represent 40 trials for each scanning condition.

Figure 4. Results for participant P3 that show better precision and almost no head movement using the combined eye-head scanning (left) in comparison to head-only scanning (right). Top: Pointing location in each trial relative to the mean pointing location. Solid circles indicate the size of the target. Bottom: Histograms of RMS head velocity. Data represent 60 trials for each scanning condition.
FIGURE 5. Results for participant P5 that show good precision (i.e., the spread of pointing errors was confined to an area approximately equal to the size of the target, in both scanning modes). Nonetheless, this participant conducted the task with significantly less head movement using the combined eye-head scanning (left) in comparison to head-only scanning (right). Top: Pointing location in each trial relative to the mean pointing location. Solid circles indicate the size of the target. Bottom: Histograms of RMS head velocity. Data represent 60 trials for each scanning condition.

FIGURE 6. Results for participant P6 who had similar precision in the two scanning modes, but had significantly less head movement using the combined eye-head scanning (left) in comparison to head-only scanning (right). Top: Pointing location in each trial relative to the mean pointing location. Solid circles indicate the size of the target. Bottom: Histograms of RMS head velocity. Data represent 40 trials for each scanning condition.
DISCUSSION

All participants demonstrated better precision and/or less head movement from integrating the eye tracker into the Argus II retinal prosthesis. In addition, one participant (P3) was able to perform the search task faster with the new eye-head scanning mode. For all other participants the duration of the trials with and without eye control was similar. Most participants (P1, P2, P3, P4, P7, and P8) had a significantly narrower spread of locating points with combined eye-head scanning relative to head-only scanning. All participants except P4 moved their head significantly less in the combined eye-head scanning. Although participant P4 had better precision with eye-head scanning, he didn’t change his scanning strategy in the new combined eye-head scanning mode. It is possible that due to his relatively old age (84 at the time of testing) and the length of time that he spent using the system with head-only scanning (more than 9 years), he was set in his ways of searching using head movements. The response on the touch monitor was done in an open-loop pointing manner, meaning that the participants could not see their hand while pointing. Hence, the measured pointing error was a summation of the error of the perceived target location in the brain and the error in hand pointing. Most likely, the participants used proprioception of their hand muscles to guide the hand to the location of the percept in world-centered coordinates. Errors in proprioception and motor control would have added variability to touch responses and decreased pointing precision. An additional source of variability was that the participants were not instructed to find the center or a specific location of the target. Therefore, it is possible that in different trials, the participants observed different parts of target. Nevertheless, these sources of variability would affect both scanning modes. Based on the above, we can conclude that the differences in pointing precision between eye-head and head-only scanning modes are attributed to the effects of integrating eye tracking into the prosthesis system.

The mean open-loop pointing precision of the sighted subject presented in Figure 2 is $6.6^\circ$. This score is worse than those of all Argus II participants in the eye-head scanning mode with correction for eye position (Table 2). This can be attributed to an adaption of blind individuals to point in open-loop, as they do during their daily activities without seeing their hand. In a similar pointing task, the relative pointing deviation (i.e., precision) was on average $4.4^\circ$. This precision is similar to the precision we measured in the other blind participants implanted with the Argus II prosthesis.

The deviation in the pointing for most of the participants (P1, P2, P3, P5, and P7) was equivalent to the size of the target. A smaller target size should be explored in future open-loop pointing task experiments. In addition, it might be advised to use the same predefined target location in the different modes that are being tested. Subjects might prefer to point to different parts of the target depending on the location of the target on the screen. A separate comparison of the results for each location can eliminate any bias from the target location.

In real-world tasks, hand pointing is generally done in closed loop, where the person can correct for errors in the pointing based on visual or tactile feedback. Nonetheless, the improvement in the pointing precision as measured here in open loop is an indication that the brain mapped the visual information of the retinal stimulation to more accurate spatial locations based on the position of the eye. Visual stability is the ability to create spatial continuity of the world across movements of the eye and head. Our results support the notion that eye movements introduce confusion to locating percepts in Argus II users. Integration of an eye tracker in a

### Table 3. The Dimensions of the Ellipse That Contains 95% of Eye Position Samples Across All Trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Eye-Head, deg × deg</th>
<th>Head-Only, deg × deg</th>
<th>Eye-Head vs. Head-Only Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>24.6 × 14.2</td>
<td>20.9 × 10.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>14.5 × 11.9</td>
<td>7.4 × 6.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>10.9 × 8.7</td>
<td>9.3 × 7.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>15.0 × 8.2</td>
<td>10.8 × 6.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>19.6 × 13.1</td>
<td>17.9 × 11.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>18.6 × 14.6</td>
<td>18.3 × 11.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>20.6 × 6.8</td>
<td>15.0 × 7.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each case, the semimajor (a) and semiminor (b) axes of the ellipse are given in degrees. The size of the ellipse gives a measure regarding the extent of eye movements in each scanning condition. The right column shows the ratio between the ellipse’s size in the eye-head to the in the head-only scanning mode. The ratio is larger than one for all participants, indicating that eye movement amplitudes were larger in the eye-head mode. Nonetheless, there was a significant amount of eye movements in the head-only mode for all participants indicating that they could not hold their gaze straight during the task.
visual prosthesis compensates for the eye movements and improves visual stability. Due to the narrow FOV of currently available retinal prostheses, scanning is a key component for their efficient use. For percepts to be assigned correct locations in space, it is critical to keep the line of sight of the implant aligned with that of the eye during scanning. This becomes more important during activities that do not allow for slow, repeated scanning, such as mobility tasks. Unfortunately, many eye movements during gaze shifts are involuntary and cannot be voluntarily suppressed. It was shown that sighted observers perform several saccades per head movement that are not always in the same direction as the head movement. There are also many factors that affect eye-head coordination in real-world gaze behavior, including external factors such as irregularity of the terrain. Involuntary eye movements, even when users have been trained to keep their eyes straight, introduce localization error. Our integrated eye tracking helps to compensate for the effects of such eye movements on perceived phosphene locations.

In this study, the participants did not have significant training with the new eye-head scanning mode. The improvements presented here indicate that the ability to map stimulation at retina-centered coordinates to correct locations in world-centered coordinates still exists in adventitiously blind people’s brains. This is consistent with previous observations that blind patients with a subretinal visual implant can conduct a saccadic eye movement to the correct location. Training and adaptation to the new combined eye-head scanning might further improve performance with closed-loop eye movement scanning. It has been shown that people with tunnel vision alter their eye scanning pattern after training. After acquiring a target using eye scanning, a visual prosthesis user may need to conduct some sort of head compensation to center the eyes relative to the head. This can improve localization precision as the accuracy of eye tracking is better when the eyes are centered as opposed to in the periphery.

Sighted observers often move their eyes based on visual information acquired through peripheral vision. In contrast, retinal prosthesis users need to direct eye movements outside the implant’s FOV. Such saccades outside the implant’s FOV are not triggered by visual information and are observed in patients with tunnel vision. Sighted observers plan saccades in advance (i.e., the endpoint of a second saccade is set before the first saccade is initiated). Most likely, visual prosthesis users cannot plan eye movements in advance. If the target is not found in the ROI, the brain must issue a top-down command to
move the eye to the next location. Top-down commands cannot be planned ahead and most likely add to the delay relative to scene scanning in sighted observers. Prosthesis users may need to adopt a different scanning strategy than sighted people to adapt to eye scanning with their visual prosthesis. Training and adaptation may lead to a faster target acquisition with combined eye-head scanning. The short duration of these experiments did not allow us to examine this effect.

The results presented here confirm that an eye tracker can be used to enable combined eye-head scanning in the Argus II retinal prosthesis users. With the new feature, there is a link between instantaneous eye position and visual information delivered to the retinal electrodes. The dissociation between the camera and the eye position in the Argus II allows complications to arise from the influence of eye position on the location that the brain assigns to a percept. This has been used to explain the variation in the percept locations in Argus II users.54 Our results show that an eye tracker can be used to reduce the variability in the percept locations. In principle, the disadvantage of the head-mounted camera based retinal prosthesis relative to the implanted photodiodes approach with regard to eye movements can be resolved with the integration of an eye tracker that will steer the line of sight within the camera’s FOV.

Future multicenter research is needed to test the benefit of an eye tracker on real-world tasks. This will require a mobile eye tracking device integrated with the prosthesis.55 It will be of particular interest to see if the integration of an eye tracker will improve the performance of patients in orientation and of particular interest to see if the integration of an eye tracker on real-world tasks. This will require a mobile eye tracking device integrated with the prosthesis. 35 It will be an eye tracker on real-world tasks. This will require a mobile eye tracking device integrated with the prosthesis relative to the implanted photodiodes approach. In principle, the disadvantage of the head-mounted camera based retinal prosthesis relative to the implanted photodiodes approach with regard to eye movements can be resolved with the integration of an eye tracker that will steer the line of sight within the camera’s FOV.
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